COMS 353: Contemporary Rhetoric

Raymie McKerrow

Text
353 Readings: available at Duplication Station
— see attached 353 Readings list (listed below as 353R).

Objective
We will take a specific theoretical approach to the study of contemporary discourse. That perspective is highlighted in the initial essays (# 1, 2) on the 353 Readings list. Using that perspective, the goal will be to explore the rich variety of rhetorical expression current in our lives. The 353R list is not exhaustive with respect to the kinds of rhetoric we might examine. We will begin with that list and add to it as subjects arise that are of specific interest and value. Student projects, undertaken either singly or in groups as you wish, will focus on one or more of the areas such as the rhetoric of hate speech or terrorism, or that of civil discourse and will present findings/interpretations to the class.

Assignments
The following will be adjusted based on the total number in class -- it may well be too ambitious for a small class to engage in as many reports as implied below:

1. Reflection Papers:
   Rather than schedule formal exams, there will be four reflection papers. The initial paper will respond to the theoretical material attacking, defending, explaining, questioning the positions taken. As we move beyond the theory stage into the actual analysis, the schedule will include several 'reflection' due dates you have some flexibility in selecting the last three due dates in completing papers. The following principles will guide assignments:
   1) you will write at least one of the reflections on "areas" that you have not personally investigated/reported on in class
   2) you can choose which areas to write on among those being reported thus, you will have some control over your own time with respect to when you write. *These papers will be 4-5 pages maximum. (15% each/60% overall).

2. In-Class Reports:
   These will be assigned in class - working either alone or in a small group, and drawing on the resources listed in the attached "readings" list, present an oral report to the class on what you have discovered, the questions you have about the kind of rhetoric portrayed in the essays, etc. This is an open-ended discussion on what characterizes the "area" under exploration. What you think about the nature of the discourse analyzed is as critical as what others have said. Of the "Areas" identified beyond the theoretical material, I would expect you to work on no more than 2-3 during the quarter for in-class purposes. As suggested above, we may have to adjust expectations with respect to how this section is handled (20% overall).
3. **Research Project:**
Working either alone or with a small group (3-4 total), select an "Area" for investigation. This may be one you have reported on, or one that you find of interest. The "Area" also may be one not on the current list, but do check to make sure it is OK (as in the rhetoric of music or the rhetoric of science). Working from a specific question you want to answer (as in "Under what conditions, if any, can hate speech be restricted?" or "What is the function of ‘Whiteness’ in conveying ideas to others?") research the available literature and develop a paper that does more than just report what is "out there." Given the theoretical perspective, take a critical stance toward the issues being examined, and develop your own argument about the discourse. Working alone, the paper should be 8-10 pages, plus endnotes. Working in a group, the paper should be more extensive. Use an average of 5-6 pages per contributor (thus, a 3 person group would produce a 15-18 page paper). I expect a professional report, in the sense that it is typed, printed so as to be readable, edited for the more common spelling and typing errors, and is developed sufficiently to clarify your analysis. We will discuss specific "mechanical" issues in class. (20%)

★★ Course Policies

A. **Attendance will be expected;** excessive absence, as in missing 3-4 sessions without cause (as in the case of a university sponsored event) would work against your final grade (as in dropping from a B to a B- or B- to a C+). Although this is a larger class than normal, attendance will be monitored; status as a "missing person" is not one you will want to earn.

B. **Academic dishonesty will not be tolerated.** Cheating on exams is not an option in this course. Plagiarism involves the submission of the words/ideas of others without appropriate attribution. This includes quoting a source without identifying the material used, borrowing phrases, key terms or ideas without attributing these to a source, using fictional resources, or submitting the work of another person as your own. Penalties for cheating and plagiarism will be addressed on a case by case basis; but may range from an "F" on an assignment/exam to expulsion from the university.

C. **Reading Assigned Material will be an expectation.** You will be expected to have the material read by the time of each class; I take the approach of reducing the amount of reading in order to better assure that it is read well and understood clearly. Material from the text, as well as supplementary material, will be discussed during each session; you will be responsible for all text material, whether discussed or not.

★★ Tentative Outline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3/29</td>
<td>M HAND OUT SYLLABUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/31</td>
<td>W Lecture: The nature of rhetoric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/ 5</td>
<td>M Critical/cultural Rhetoric 353R - # 1, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/ 7</td>
<td>W (Continued)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4/ 12  M Organizing area reviews
4/ 14  W Individual/Group work day - Reflection #1 due
4/ 19  M Area: Hate Speech # 3, 4
4/ 21  W Hate Speech
4/ 26  M Area:Feminism # 5
4/ 26  W Feminism - Reflection paper due*
5/  3  M Area: Gay/Lesbian/Transgender # 6
5/  5  W Gay/Lesbian/Transgender
5/ 10  M Area: Whiteness # 7, 8
5/ 12  W Reflection paper due
5/ 17  M Area: African-American # 9, 10
5/ 19  W Area: Native American # 11 - Reflection paper due
5/ 25  M Area: Chicano/Latina/Hispanic # 12
5/ 27  W Area: Cross-Cultural # 13, 14 - Reflection paper due
6/  1  M Area: Visual # 15, 16
6/  3  W OPEN Day - Reflection paper due

Final Exam Week Paper Due during Final Exam hour
*there are more ‘due dates' than necessary - reflects choice available - need to do 3 beyond the initial paper with at least one on an area you have not reported on in class.
353 READINGS. Those numbered are available at the Duplication Station for photocopying; those not so marked are listed as resources that may be located in the Library and examined as part of a search for information within a specific area.

Theoretical Framework

* Postmodern Discourse (pp. 51-67). Carbondale, IL: Southern Illinois Univ. Press.
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Grading Criteria for Written Work--ESSAYS, RESEARCH PAPERS, IN-CLASS EXAM RESPONSES

F  Answer reveals you really have no clue what is going on, or are so carelessly inattentive to matters of style as to write an incomprehensible response.
D  Answer reveals less than adequate understanding of theory, concept, or other relevant information. Answer may also misapply concept, use an inappropriate or weak example in attempting to clarify an explanation, or may ramble on in the hope that something will eventually hit the intended target. Answer also may be more or less on target, but carelessly or sloppily written/proofed.
C  Answer provides an on-target recitation of the correct material from the text or other sources being consulted. Answer meets the basic expectations with respect to number of outside sources, or other conditions of a specific assignment. The writing, while clear and comprehensible, is otherwise non-exceptional, or gives evidence of inattention to basic matters of grammar, punctuation, and spelling.
B  Answer is not only on-target, but is written in a clear, well-organized style, with few errors (and indicates attention given to correcting spelling or punctuation mistakes). In addition, examples illustrate thought beyond recall or recitation of a text's commentary and adds to the overall understanding of the theory, concept, or other materials being evaluated. There is evidence of having gone beyond the text to consult other sources of information that might be relevant.
A  Answer goes beyond that required for a "B" response to indicate critical analysis, offering evidence of a cogent, well-reasoned defense of a position or argument that is advanced relative to the object under consideration. In other words, the answer reveals a clear authorial voice in command of the material. In addition, the style is elegant, indicating careful attention to presenting a well-constructed, well-thought-out response that advances understanding, stimulates thought or is otherwise evidence of exceptional thinking.

Note: These standards apply as general guidelines for the evaluation of assigned papers, essays, etc. As should be clear, inattention to matters of style/format will result in a corresponding decrease in a grade, even when content is otherwise clear and on-target. As a further explanation of these criteria, consider the following comments: A "C" answer is a good answer -- it simply does not do any more than is being asked. A "B" answer is a better answer, but does not reveal depth of analysis that would be required to be considered exceptional. An "A" is an exceptional piece of work. Simply understanding the material is not the equivalent of an "A."